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In response to the Corporate Performance Panel’s question:
“It is crucial that the only major tourist town in West Norfolk with thousands of tourists visiting every
day requires a manned tourist office”.

And briefly looking at:

•
•

•

The changing tourism industry
over the past 20 years.
The changing ways within which
the general public access
information over the same
period.
How the Hunstanton area is
provided with tourism enquiry
support since the March 2020
closure of the Hunstanton TIC.

Hunstanton TIC Visitors 1999-2020

How the UK now accesses information and booking facilities
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Comparison between Hunstanton TIC visitors and Visit West
Norfolk website visitors

Hunstanton TIC Visitors:
2018: 46,599
2019: 43,266
2020: 3,289 [only until March]
2021: n/a

Visit West Norfolk Website Visitors:
2018: 185,105
2019: 212,803
2020: 414,648 [pandemic era]
2021: 180,141 [only for Jan-Aug 2021]

Visit West Norfolk Total Website Page Visits:
2018: 623,578
2019: 887,312
2020: 2,253,011 [pandemic era]
2021: 1,162,737 [only for Jan-Jul 2021]

The National Decline of the Importance of TICs

Post-TIC Tourism Support for Hunstanton

• The formation from May 2021 of a Tourist Information Point at Alive Oasis in Hunstanton.
• The Tourist Information service element of the Stories of Lynn venue in King’s Lynn still deals with email and telephone enquiries for
Hunstanton, as well as walk-ins from King’s Lynn town centre.
• The independently-run Visitor Centre at Deepdale Backpackers provides tourism leaflets to visitors.
• The Hunstanton Heritage Centre has a slightly scaled-down version of a Tourist Information Point.
• The Tourism department believes that future plans for the relocated Hunstanton Library would
include an area specifically for a TIP, with library staff on site.
• Tourism leaflet distributors conduct routine deliveries of leaflets around and within the Hunstanton area: having a good level of
printed tourist information available is still seen as desirable if possible.
• Visitors to the Visit West Norfolk website and our other platforms have increased across the pandemic.
• 40,000 new copies of the Tourism Department’s annual Hunstanton Mini Guide leaflet were distributed around the area
from June 2021 for visitors to pick up and use across the summer, plus our other Hunstanton titles.

Conclusion
• From all recent and current sources of evidence within the tourism industry there is a lack of a strong
business case for the reintroduction of a traditional TIC service in Hunstanton town, especially with
consideration of the current tourism enquiry support options in the area.
• Generally, this situation is in line with the previously evidenced 20-year decline in traditional TIC services in
the UK tourism industry (if not in the western world itself) and, as such, not simply a situation specific to
Hunstanton (and its March 2020 TIC closure in particular).

